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Abstract 
Pan'an county, located in Jinhua City in central Zhejiang Province, is one of the first batch 
of national ecological demonstration areas and the most charming ecotourism County in 
China. There are nearly 1000 ancient natural villages in the county. With the attention 
and policy support of the local government, Pan'an vigorously develops ecotourism by 
relying on natural ecology, tourism landscape and other resources. As a necessary 
infrastructure for ecotourism, local farmhouse entertainment is also booming, among 
which Huaxi Village and Guantou village have become national demonstration villages 
of farmhouse entertainment. Behind the rapid development, Pan'an farmhouse is also 
faced with shortcomings such as lack of characteristics and relatively lagging 
construction of supporting facilities. Based on the development status of Pan'an 
farmhouse, this paper analyzes its existing problems and shortcomings, and puts 
forward countermeasures to speed up further development from the aspects of planning 
guidance, scientific development, innovative development and brand construction. 
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1. Introduction 

The unique natural environment breeds the magical natural scenery, unique folk culture and 
profound historical heritage in Pan'an. With the in-depth implementation of Pan'an's strategy 
of "Tourism revitalizing county", a green world of "full of real mountains and water, full of birds 
and flowers, tasting ecological food and relaxing in the farmhouse" is taking shape. The slogan," 
Landscape Pan'an, a good place for leisure and health preservation" ,is attracting guests and 
friends from all over the world with its unique charm. In this context, Pan'an farmhouse came 
into being. 

2. Development Status of Farmhouse Entertainment in Pan'an County 

2.1. Basic Overview of the Development of Farmhouse Entertainment in the 
County 

Pan'an farmhouse is developed around scenic spots and is divided into three blocks: Northeast, 
central and southwest; Among them, Jianshan Town, Yushan Town and Huzhai Township in the 
northeast of Pan'an have the fastest development speed, the best facilities and the largest scale. 
So far, they can accommodate more than 6000 people at the same time. This is mainly due to 
the fact that most tourists in Shanghai mainly visit scenic spots such as Dragon Dancing Gorge 
Scenic Spot, Eighteen Whirlpools scenic spot and Underwater Hole scenic spot in the central 
Zhejiang Grand Canyon. Huaxi scenic spot in Dapan town in Central China was firstly developed. 
Due to the lack of tourists, the development of farmhouse in central Pan'an lags behind; 
Recently, the development of Lingjiangyuan drifting scenic spot in Weixin township has also 
driven the development of some local farmhouses. Longxi drifting area in the southwest and 
Hundred Zhang Pond scenic spot have driven the development of farmhouses in Renchuan 
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town and Shuangfeng Township in the southwest of Pan'an. However, compared with 
farmhouses in the northeast of Pan'an, the scale above is still very small. By 2018, the number 
of farmhouses in Pan'an County had reached 684, accounting for 36.24% of Jinhua City. 
Farmers' income through farmhouse industry had reached 260 million yuan. 

2.2. Social Effects Brought by the Development of Farmhouse Entertainment 
Farmhouse entertainment is the product of the interactive development of urban and rural 
areas. It is conducive to adjusting the rural industrial structure and optimizing the allocation of 
urban and rural resources, and plays an obvious role in promoting the social and economic 
development of cities and villages [1]. The development of farmhouse entertainment in the 
whole county has promoted the overall development of urban-rural integration. The 
development of farmhouse entertainment has improved rural production and living conditions 
to a great extent, and opened up a new way to develop the tertiary industry and narrow the gap 
between urban and rural areas. 
2.2.1. Transferring Rural Surplus Labor Force and Promote Rural Employment 
The development of farmhouse entertainment has fully promoted the organic combination of 
local primary and tertiary industries, and solved the employment problem of rural labor force 
to a great extent. By the end of the 12th Five Year Plan period, more than 5000 people were 
directly and indirectly engaged in farmhouse entertainment in the county, which drived more 
than 20000 rural employment and effectively promoted the reemployment of rural surplus 
labor force. At the same time, under the background of vigorously developing farmhouse 
entertainment, the further organic combination of traditional Chinese medicine industry, 
planting industry, aquaculture and rural ecotourism in the county has promoted the 
optimization of industrial structure. 
2.2.2. Opening up the Sales Channels of Local Agricultural Products 
Among Japanese businessmen, there is the saying that "Chinese mushrooms come out of 
Zhejiang, and  Pan'an mushrooms is Number One in Zhejiang". Pan'an has a rich variety of local 
agricultural products with local characteristics. However, melons and fruits, vegetables, 
livestock and poultry and other products are mostly planted and raised by farmers in the county. 
Due to local supply, it has been a difficult problem for export for many years. The rise of 
farmhouse entertainment has solved the problem of difficult sales of local agricultural products 
to a considerable extent. Many local agricultural products have become the raw materials of 
farmhouse entertainment, and the operators of farmhouse entertainment also sell local 
characteristic agricultural products to foreign tourists through the platform of farmhouse 
entertainment, thus saving a lot of sales expenses. The solution of the problem of difficult sales 
of agricultural products has also greatly increased the overall income of local farmers. 
2.2.3. Conducive to Improving the Rural Ecological and Cultural Environment 
It promotes the improvement of rural environment by providing   residents in large cities places 
to return to nature, experience farming and folk activities. At the same time, a large amount of 
new era and new industry information brought by urban residents has brought a great impact 
on local rural residents in terms of production, vision and lifestyle, so as to promote rural 
residents to changing their ideas and improving their service  quality, which further improves 
the ecological and cultural environment in rural areas. 
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3. Problems and Shortcomings in the Development of Farmhouse 
Entertainment in Pan'an County 

Although farmhouse entertainment has made great progress in Pan'an, there are still many 
problems and shortcomings, which hinder the further improvement of the overall quality of 
farmhouse in Pan'an County. 

3.1. The Overall Inability of Farmhouse Operators 
The operator is the primary person responsible for the quality of farmhouse entertainment and 
food safety. Most of the farmers in the county are local farmers, and the low level of education 
is a common problem. Because the overall inability of operators is not high, there are often 
problems in hygiene habits, catering service standards, service awareness and so on. Due to the 
low overall education level, the operators are not good at accepting new things, which brings 
great difficulties to the overall improvement and transformation of farmhouse entertainment. 
Because the quality is not high, the problem of backward management idea is also obvious. 
Seeing neighbors making huge profits by owning farmhouses, many villagers followed without 
much thought. In rural areas, the source of the development of many farmhouses is the 
replication of "winners". When some people around get greater benefits from the development 
of farmhouses, the rest will follow suit. As a result, the number of farmhouses is rising sharply, 
but the tourism market has not expanded to a large extent, resulting in a sharp decline in the 
number of tourists [2]. 

3.2. Lack of Characteristic Brand 
The cultural quality of the operators of farmhouse tourism is generally low, and the 
management idea is relatively backward. The overall quality of rural tourism practitioners,who 
are mainly middle-aged and elderly, is low.And the aging trend is obvious. This makes the 
"farmhouse" practitioners mostly focus on in simple and low-level services, and they do not 
understand things like scenery planningand construction, tourism reception services, tourism 
commodity development, tourism activity planning, tourism publicity and marketing of 
farmhouse tourism well, which greatly limits the development of farmhouse tourism to a higher 
level. At the same time, farmers' management idea of farmhouse tourism has a serious tendency 
of assimilation. Most farmhouse owners provide almost the same services, such as eating 
farmhouse meals, enjoying flowers and fruits, sightseeing in agricultural parks, fishing,playing 
chess and cards, etc. The product models are the same and lack personality and depth, making 
it difficult for farmhouse tourism to attract tourists for a long time. At present, most farmers in 
Pan'an are still doing the same. They only attract tourists with farm dishes and green ecological 
environment, and the characteristics close to farm life are not prominent. Most farmers lack the 
sorting and excavation of rural festival culture, farming culture and folk culture, and lack brand 
awareness, so it is difficult to ensure lasting and stable customers. 

3.3. Low Degree of Organization 
On the one hand, farmhouse entertainment is a catering mode characterized by group mode, 
which can be better developed only in a unified, orderly and misplaced development 
environment. Due to the low level of organization of farmers themselves, except for Guantou 
village, Huaxi Village and other demonstration villages, other places are basically in a state of 
single fighting and vicious competition. The low degree of organization leads to the problem of 
unfair competition between farmhouse entertainment and local restaurants in scenic spots. For 
example, local farmhouset operators privately bring tourists into the scenic spot. In exchange, 
tourists naturally eat and consume in the farmhouse, which has brought certain losses to the 
ticket revenue and local restaurants in the scenic spot. Such irregularities often occur in scenic 
spots around Pan'an. On the other hand, the phenomenon of seasonal business of farmhouse  is 
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very prominent. In the off-season or when there are no tourists, farmhouse is the private 
residence of the operator, which is difficult to be supervised by the law enforcement 
department. Poor hygiene, expired food, expired health certificate and other problems occur 
from time to time. Even if the law enforcement personnel put forward supervision opinions, the 
operators will conflict with the law enforcement or do not cooperate with the rectification 
under the pretext of "the store is temporarily closed". The degree of organization is also one of 
the important reasons why it is difficult for regulatory authorities to enforce the law. 

3.4. Infrastructure Needs to be Improved 
In addition to the common problems such as lack of proper  kitchen sanitation  and relatively 
poor dining environment, there are also many hidden dangers in safety. For example, too many 
household appliances increase the household power load of simple decorated and transformed 
home electrical circuits, which is prone to leakage of electricity and causing fire.And besides  
lack of fire-fighting awareness and necessary fire-fighting facilities, farmhouse operators also 
lack  necessary measures to ensure the safety of tourists' lives and property. Secondly, the 
transportation facilities of many scenic spots are not ideal. The transportation of some 
farmhouse scenic spots is not well developed, and the parking is not convenient, which brings 
great inconvenience to tourists. In addition, the construction of cultural and entertainment 
facilities lags behind (such as fitness facilities, karaoke, etc.), and there is a lack of night life 
entertainment activities. Many tourists have to play cards or stay in their rooms watching TV 
or playing with smart phones and so on. 

4. Countermeasures and Suggestions 

4.1. Overall Planning and Scientific Guidance 
When compiling and adjusting the overall plan of agricultural layout, relevant departments 
should fully consider the spatial layout and construction land requirements of relevant rural 
tourism projects and facilities in Pan'an. And they should bring "farmhouse tourism" into the 
overall plan of urban and rural land use; The annual land supply should appropriately increase 
the land for the development of farmhouse tourism and standardize the land management of 
farmhouse tourism. Local government should avoid basic farmland as far as possible when 
choosing location of farmhouse and make full use of wasteland, barren slope and wasteland; 
While conforming to the use control and regional planning, rural collective economic 
organizations can jointly set up tourism enterprises with other units and individuals, and use 
the right to use collectively operated construction land as shares or joint ventures; If some 
farmhouses with the characteristics of agricultural bases or relying on rural ecotourism 
landscape really need to occupy new agricultural land, the land use examination and approval 
procedures shall be handled according to law; Local government should set up "farmhouse 
entertainment" service centers in all villages and towns as soon as possible to strengthen the 
supervision of farmhouse entertainment. 
It is suggested to relocate the agritainment gathering places with splendid environment and 
rich tourism resources, such as Panfeng Township, which are far away from the county seat and 
difficult to travel, as a whole, or integrate the agritainment resources in the villages, and plan 
agritainment construction outside the scenic spot, so as to give full play to its advantages and 
expand agritainment.  

4.2. Focusing on Brand Image Construction and Developing Tourism 
Characteristic Products 

Emphasis should be laid on  cultivating and stressing characteristics of farmhouse tourism .And 
attention should also be paid  to the  combination of local profound cultural heritage and unique 
folk festivalsas well as other regional characteristics,so as to convert these characteristic 
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tourism resources into characteristic tourist attractions. The design of agritainment tourism 
products should focus on the ecology, naturalness and entertainment as well as strengthening 
the construction of its natural and local flavor.In addition, after fully combining with the actual 
situation, the characteristic brand image of farmhouse tourism in Pan'an County should be 
established by studying, excavating and highlighingt the local characteristics .In a word, less 
"modern flavor" and more "country flavor". 
Some rural star farmhouse leisure projects are nothing more than playing chess and card, 
karaoke, foot soaking and back beating, fish therapy and other increasingly urbanized leisure 
projects, which have no rural characteristics; Some farmhouses operators on the one hand 
imitate the model of urban hotels in terms of business mode and content, one the other hand 
they abandon rural elements, which makes tourists feel like entering the city even though they 
are in the countryside; The so-called farmhouse experience of some farmhouses is suspected of 
playing gimmicks. For example, the rooms are specially decorated in a highly recognizable 
Japanese or European style, which is contrary to the original intention of urban citizens to 
experience the pure folk customs in the countryside and feel the rural traditional culture. 
Therefore, it is suggested that historical and cultural villages such as Juxi, Matang, Shuangfeng 
and Ziyu develop some characteristic buildings and relevant projects relying on  ancient 
buildings, architectural culture, family culture and agricultural culture; Other villages, in 
combination with their own characteristics, set up local activities such as Kiwi picking and 
bayberry picking to enhance the experience,entertaining and local characteristics of farmhouse 
travel. 
Now almost all farmhouse owners focus on eating and there are many identical dishes with few 
characteristics. For the first time, tourists feel very fresh when they choose farmhouse 
entertainment, but later they get tired of almost the same dishes: Eating in farmhouse is nothing 
more than native chicken pot, small crucian carp and similar dishes. The flavor of "agriculture" 
is not enough, and there is not enough fun. . It's pleasant to have a meal and breathe fresh air in 
the mountains when farmhouse entertainment has just sprung up, but it's really easy to 
produce aesthetic fatigue after a few years. Therefore, it is suggested that relying on the local 
characteristic advantages the unique traditional chinese medicine and food of Pan'an, all 
agritainment units should develop special dishes in combination with the actual situation of 
their own region, such as the combination of agritainment and yam, so as to build a special dish 
brand to promote the brand construction of agritainment. 

4.3. Accelerating the Transformation and Upgrading of Personnel Training 
The quality and consciousness of operators and employees is one of the most important factors 
that directly determine the grade of farmhouse entertainment. Most farmhouse operators are 
still the old business model of husband and wife owning restaurants together. They believe that 
farmhouse entertainment is just small capital trading with low technical content  and can be 
operated without  professional thinking . In addition, the farmers in the county are generally 
middle-aged and elderly people in rural areas, and the aging trend is becoming more and more 
obvious. 
Suggestion: Under the leadership of the county government, the market supervision Bureau , 
Tourism Bureau, agricultural and rural Bureau and township committees work together to 
carry out systematic training about food safety, tourism reception, humanities and history, 
management knowledge, local customs and folk culture,for farmers in the county in batches , 
so as to continuously improve their ability and service quality,thus promoting the sustainable 
and healthy development of farmhouse entertainment. At the same time, the county policy 
department should issue policies to promote the comprehensive revitalization of rural 
industries, personnel talents, culture, ecology and organizations so as to attract young people 
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to work on tourism and operate farmhouse entertainment in rural areas,which can eventually 
inject fresh blood into the development of farmhouse entertainment in the whole county. 

4.4. Improving Infrastructure Construction and the Degree of Organization 
Suggestion: Make full use of the opportunities of new rural construction, beautiful rural 
strategy and the establishment of food safety county in Pan’an to speed up the development of 
rural tourism resources and the construction of supporting infrastructure. All functional 
departments, in combination with their own responsibilities and powers, start with the basic 
aspects of food, housing and transportation to seize the opportunity of the province's kitchen 
improvement and transformation revolution to develop the catering industry with local 
characteristics; The health department should strengthen supervision and create a hygienic 
and comfortable accommodation industry; The transportation department should build a 
flexible and smooth transportation industry according to local conditions; The cultural 
department shall strengthen guidance in improving the overall quality and level of the 
standardized services and strive to organically combine farmhouse tourism with the folk 
customs and local culture of the county so as to improve the cultural quality and service level 
of farmhouse tourism. 
Since implementing the management of "four unification" (unified external image publicity, 
unified arrangements for receiving tourists, unified charging service standards and unified 
settlement), rural tourism in Guantou village has developed in a standardized and healthy 
manner [3]. It is suggested to take Guantou village as an example for organized demonstration 
village of farmhouse entertainment and popularize the successful management experience in 
the farmhouse entertainment gathering points of the county, so as to change the current 
situation of farmhouse entertainment in some remote towns, and promote the standardized 
development as well as strengthen the overall competitiveness of farmhouse entertainment in 
the jurisdiction. 

5. Conclusion 

Farmhouse entertainment is one of the characteristic industries in Pan'an County. Although the 
county has made some achievements in the development and operation of farmhouse 
entertainment, there are still many problems and shortcomings on the whole. To improve the 
overall quality of farmhouse entertainment in the county, efforts need to be made in four 
aspects: overall planning, public service facilities, brand construction and comprehensive 
ability of personnel. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

This paper gives a formal introduction to the general situation, development status and existing 
problems of farmhouse entertainment in Pan'an County, and tries to put forward some 
countermeasures to speed up the further development of farmhouse entertainment, which will 
help to deepen people's all-round understanding of ecotourism and food safety in Pan'an 
County. 
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